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EPA Award Winners Announced at 19th EPA Congress in Malaga
The EPA Awards is a prestigious awards scheme established by the EPA to reward excellence in parking. The objective of the awards is to 
promote qualitative improvements in public car parking both on- and off-street. The contributions of the parking operation to parking 
policy, Sustainable Urban Mobility 
Plans and urban development are 
important factors. The awards promote 
improvements in services provided to 
the customers and effective and 
sustainable management of the facilities, 
and awards are made in 5 categories:
 

Elsewhere in this issue we look at the major fire which recently ravaged the Douglas Village Shopping Centre multi-storey car park in 
Cork. While investigations into the causes and events around this very serious incident are ongoing, and following on from the New Year's 
Eve 2017 inferno at the King's Dock Multi-Storey Car Park in Liverpool, the IPA would urgently encourage all parking operators to be 
vigilant in relation to fire safety concerns and to regularly survey their facilities from this critical safety perspective. The recent takeover of 
NCPS by APCOA is also reported on in this edition and will certainly have significant implications for our industry as it sees the 
combination of two major parking operators in the Irish market. 

We hope you enjoy this edition of parkingIRELAND and we look forward to welcoming you to our Chairman's Lunch event next month.

At the recent 19th EPA Congress in 
Malaga, Spain (18-20 September), the 
winners were announced (all winners are 
marked in red).

Welcome to the Autumn 2019 edition of parkingIRELAND magazine which contains details of the latest developments in our industry and 
information on a range of issues currently affecting our sector. It's hard to believe, but we are already in the throes of preparation for our 
24th annual industry event, the IPA Chairman's Lunch on 28th November next at The Gibson Hotel- where is the time going? As part of this 
year's event, we are organising what promises to be a very interesting seminar module entitled 'The Role of Parking in Smart Cities' for 
which a great line-up of speakers is being assembled, and we are delighted to announce that Mr. Jamie Cudden, DCC Smart City Program 
Manager, will lead the panel discussion session. As our industry faces transformational changes and unprecedented challenges in terms of 
rapidly approaching technological and environmental changes, it is very timely for us to consider how parking can be reoriented to make a 
valuable contribution in the multi-modal transport infrastructure which will characterise our future urban centres. Additional guest 
speakers will be announced in the run-up to next month's event and we would urge everyone with an interest in this sector to use the booking 
form contained on Page 5 of this edition or on our parkingireland website to confirm their attendance asap. 

At the conclusion of the event, it was also announced that the Belgian Parking Federation will host the 
th th th20  EPA Congress & Exhibition in Brussels on the 13  - 15  October 2021. 

Category 1: New parking structures

Category 2: Renovated parking structure

 Category 3: On-street parking projects

Category 4: Innovative schemes in parking

 Category 5: Marketing & communication.

The British Parking Association's 2018-19 annual report shows that their corporate membership 
numbers have increased from 687 in 2018 to 749 in 2019, while its revenue rose to £4.2m from £3.9m in 
the previous year, generating a year-end surplus of £26,410 and with reserves of £1,069,878 going into 
2019/20. The BPA operates the Safer parking Scheme (SPS), which added 311 new locations last year to 
extend its coverage to 4,840 sites, as well as the Disabled Parking Accreditation (DPA) scheme on 

behalf of Disabled Motoring UK, and the Approved Operator Scheme (AOS) for firms carrying out enforcement on private land and 
includes some 120 members. Speaking on publication of the impressive results, Chief Executive Andrew Pester stated: “Our BPA 
community is thriving. Our membership has reached an all-time high and continues to reflect the evolving diversity of our sector”.

BPA Annual Accounts Show Major Increase in Membership
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Mr. Frank Moore is CEO of Best Car Parks, a leading operator in the car park management sector. 
Frank has been involved in the parking industry for almost 30 years and Best Car Parks is a 
pioneering and innovative service provider whose extensive portfolio includes Arnotts, Cross West 
Tallaght, Grand Canal, Phibsboro Shopping Centre, Shelbourne Park, and The Fitzwilliam Hotel.

Mr. Donal O' Hagan, owner/principal at Parking Business Services, has extensive knowledge of 
the Irish parking sector gained from over 25 years in the industry. Parking Business Services offers 
consultancy services to existing and new car parking facility owners/operators on both an Irish and 
international basis.

Two new Directors were welcomed onto the Board of the Irish Parking Association at its Q3 Board meeting on the 
th

10 September.

We are delighted to welcome Donal and Frank onto the IPA Board and we look forward to benefitting from their 
expertise and contribution over the coming years.

New Directors Appointed to IPA Board

IPA News



Damages expected to run into millions of euro were caused b
y a major blaze at the multi-storey car park at Douglas 
Village Shopping Centre in Cork on Saturday 31st August. 
Some 60 vehicles were destroyed in the fire which Gardaí a
re satisfied was caused accidentally. Supt. Colm O' 
Sullivan said a car caught fire at the five-storey Douglas 
Village Shopping Centre on Saturday evening, causing s
erious structural  damage to the building. 
A Garda technical team entered the building the following morning and were able to trace the source of the blaze to a people carrier which 
caught fire in the central parking block on Level 1. Supt O’Sullivan said the car’s owner had spotted it on fire at about 6.30pm and raised 
the alarm. Security personnel sealed off the parking area and began evacuating the shopping centre. Garda technical teams were able to 
trace the source of the fire to the people carrier from the damage to the roof area immediately overhead which suggested it was the longest 
burning area in the block. The blaze then quickly spread to other cars in the area. 
“The fact that there was no one injured in this blaze is down firstly to the prompt response of the security staff who began evacuating 
everyone immediately once they realised there was a fire – that was critical and great credit is due to them for getting everyone out,” he 
said. 
Supt O’Sullivan said firefighters from Cork City and County Fire Services entered the car park and contained the blaze despite the high 
temperatures and poor visibility.
“A team of firefighters went in with breathing apparatus and they were able to limit the spread of the fire even though they had to retreat for 
a time, crawling out on their knees and following their hoses because visibility was so poor. They did tremendous work.”

Acting Cork City fire chief David Spillett said 12 units from Cork City Fire Service were involved in 
bringing the blaze under control. Mr Spillett said about 50 personnel were involved in fighting the fire after 
being notified of it at 6.48pm on Saturday and eight tenders, three hydraulic platforms, two control units and 
a water tanker were deployed to bring it under control. Mr. Spillet described the
conditions they faced in fighting the fire:
“We spent three hours before we got a good grip on it and then we spent the night damping it down. There was 
significant damage caused to 60 cars as well as to some steel beams. We estimate temperatures hit 600 to 
1,000 degrees centigrade to cause them to warp. It was one the most severe fire incidents that we’ve had in 
Cork but also one of the most severe incidents in a multi-storey car park in Ireland. Cars are parked very 
close together in multi-storeys and once fire spreads from one car to two or three, it’s very hard to control.”
The shopping centre is home to some 50 shops, including anchor tenants Tesco, Marks & Spencer and TK 
Maxx, and while most of the damage was in the car park, the retail ground floor suffered collateral incidental 
smoke and water damage.
According to Centre Manager Bartosz Mieszala there were 133 vehicles parked in the car park at the time and 
these had to be removed in a painstaking process which was carried out the week following the fire. Douglas 

Village Shopping Centre confirmed that consultants said that there was no option but to partially demolish the damaged sections involved. 
Mr. Mieszala said that some vehicles, which he couldn't give a precise number for, would have to remain in situ until the demolition works 
commenced. "Some of them are in the demolition area and some are very close to it" Mr Mieszala explained, stating that "the whole 
process is being managed by PJ Hegarty & Sons, who are now officially our contractor for all the rebuild."
Sources: Irish Independent, Irish Times; Irish Examiner; Evening Echo

This incident follows a similar large-scale fire at the King's Dock Multi-Storey Car Park in Liverpool on New Year's Eve 2017 in which 
1,150 vehicles were destroyed (see parkingIRELAND 01-18- P8) and is an urgent reminder to all parking operators to be vigilant in 
relation to fire safety concerns and to regularly survey their facilities from this serious safety perspective.

Industry News
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Massive Fire Destroys Douglas Village Multi-Storey 
Car Park

Images: Cork City Fire Brigade

Images:Irish Examiner; RTE

Councils to install up to 1,000 on-street electric car charging points
Minister for Climate Action and Environment Richard Bruton recently announced 
the plan which is designed to support the widespread rollout of EVs over the next 
five years. Local authorities are to install up to 1,000 on-street charging points for 
electric vehicles (EVs) in support of wider plans to increase the use of 
environmentally friendly transport in the State.  The Government committed 
earlier this year in its climate action plan to a target of having 936,000 EVs on the 
State’s roads by 2030. The initiative is a response to indications that the goal will 
not be achievable without a big scaling up of vehicle charging infrastructure.
“We are investing in this network to give people confidence to make the switch. 
Now is the time to make the change,” Mr Bruton said.
The network, along with €10 million in funding recently given to the ESB for new 
high-speed chargers and to renew existing chargers concentrated near motorways, 
“is building a strong network that vehicle owners can trust”, he added.
“There is significant growth in the number of electric vehicles taking to the road. This year alone there are 5,000 extra EVs registered, 
bringing the total to over 12,500 [plug-in hybrid and fully electric vehicles].”
Source: Kevin O' Sullivan, Irish Times 26.08.2019

Photograph: Getty Images
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APCOA Acquires NCPS in Major Industry Shakeup

It was announced in early August that, following approval from the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC), APCOA 
has completed the acquisition of the business of NCPS in what is a major development in the Irish parking management sector. The deal 
includes NCPS subsidiaries PEA (Parking & Enforcement Agency) and Mobile Research Solutions, trading as parkbytext.
Both APCOA and NCPS see this as a real opportunity to broaden the strength of services to clients in Ireland and to improve capabilities by 
bringing together the best knowledge, systems and operational practice. Kim Challis, the Regional MD for APCOA UK & Ireland 
explained: “The businesses complement each other well across different geographies and business sectors and both have strong
management and operational teams. There are opportunities to share innovation and technology solutions from both companies across the 
whole business, and also to benefit from the on-going investment and business experience that comes from APCOA Ireland being part of a 
larger European group. We’re really excited about the opportunities ahead.”
The combined operation resulting from the acquisition will see APCOA’s business in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland double 
in size to cover more than 1,750 site locations and it will enable them to service every one of the 32 counties throughout Ireland and NI. 
The new business will have contracts in all sectors of the parking industry, covering On Street/Local Authority, City Centre, Healthcare & 
Education, Retail & Supermarkets, Residential Property, Small local P&D Schemes, Permit Systems, Park & Ride sites etc. The 
acquisition now makes APCOA a leading mobile parking operator in cashless parking providing convenient, cashless and cost-effective
parking by text, phone, app , web and direct to a user’s mobile phone bill or credit with 2Bill to nearly 200,000 customers. It also extends the 
travel offering to include Luas sites as well as all the existing 67 paid Irish Rail car parks nationally. 
The deal will also enhance APCOA’s business in Northern Ireland, which currently operates a number of sites including two city centre 
multi storey car parks in Belfast city centre, according to APCOA Ireland MD, Neil Cunningham. The NCPS subsidiary PEA services 
around 80 locations, primarily in the greater Belfast area with key locations such as the iconic Titanic Quarter, numerous NHS hospital and 
trust locations and the Odyssey Event Centre and APCOA sees this investment in Northern Ireland as strengthening their position there and 
providing a platform for increased growth across the country. Jason Ballard, MD of NCPS, explains why he sees the acquisition by APCOA 
as a positive move: “It will consolidate the Irish parking marketplace and strengthen the company’s position for the years ahead. 
Combining our employees and experienced management teams will prove very beneficial, enabling us to offer an enhanced and consistent 
service countrywide for the benefit of all our customers and clients.”

A new leadership team has now been put in place for the combined 
organisation, as shown in the following organigram:

Neil Cunningham said: “I am delighted to welcome Ann and Victor to 
the APCOA senior team, and to confirm that Jason Ballard will 
continue to work with us for the next six months to support the smooth 
integration of the business. APCOA operates a regional management 
structure providing a localised managed service and we have been 
finalising the details and are already talking with our NCPS
colleagues about transferring their employment to APCOA.”

APCOA PARKING Group is Europe’s leading parking operator with 
more than 45 years of industry expertise. With its 5,000 employees, the 
company manages approximately 1.5million individual parking 
spaces at over 10,000 locations in 13 European countries. These 
include parking spaces at 1,800 city and shopping center locations, 400 
hotels, 150 hospitals and 58 European airports.

Parking Blackspots- Worst Places for Clamping in Dublin Revealed
Figures released by Dublin City Council show that a total of 23,383 cars were clamped in the first six months of 2019 which equates to a 
daily average of 129 vehicles. The Council received €27.9m in parking fees in 2018 and a further €3.2m in clamp release fees in the same 
period, which is similar to those imposed on motorists in 2018 but is some 19% lower than was recorded in 2017. The figures show that 
Ranelagh has emerged as a new area for significant clamping activity (320 vehicles in 
Jan-June 2019 compared to just 35 in the same period last year) and the following map 
illustrates the Top 10 locations for clamping in Dublin in the first half of this year:
The figures show that over a third of vehicles were clamped for 'failure to have valid 
paid parking', with almost 4,000 offenders having exceeded their paid parking time, 
including 10-minute 'grace period'; some 2,000 were clamped for parking on a 
clearway, 1,400 on a footpath, 1,000 for non-goods vehicle in a loading bay, 815 for 
parking in a bus lane, 213 for parking in a disabled bay without a valid permit, and 39 
for parking in spaces reserved for Electric Vehicles. Despite much recent publicity and 
complaints from cycling groups, only 125 vehicles were clamped for illegally parking 
in a cycle lane, although the figure is up from 49 in the same period of 2019. Dublin 
Street Parking Services were awarded the contract to continue to provide parking 
enforcement services for a further five-year period by Dublin City Council in August.
Source: Seán McCártaigh- Irish Times 20.08.2019
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Local Councils Make €70m from Parking Fees and Fines

 Limerick City and County stated its parking income increased 25pc from €1.71m in 2013 to €2.14m last year, a figure that 

Nationwide parking charges brought in almost €70m to the coffers of Ireland's local authorities in 2018, according to a recent survey by the 
Sunday Independent. The lion's share of the councils' multi-million euro parking charges income goes to Dublin City Council which 
received more than €29m from motorists in 2018, while it has been found that another 17 councils throughout the country are now 
measuring their parking-charge income in millions of euro. The combined income from on-street parking received by the four Dublin local 
authorities last year was €35.9m. Using 2013 as a comparative year, Dun Laoghaire Rathdown had the biggest increase in on-street parking 
income in a six-year period to last year, showing a rise of 25.9pc in parking revenue which rose from €3.4m to €4.2m.
 Dublin City Council's on-street parking income rose 17.9pc from €24.9m in 2013 to €29.3m last year. The council had not    
 raised its parking charges for more than a decade but with increases imposed over the summer, its income from motorists is 
 expected to soar by €1.5m a year. 
 In contrast, South Dublin County Council reported a drop in on-street parking income of 29.4pc during that period when its 
 income fell from €893,380 in 2013 to €630,509 last year.
 Cork City Council's income from parking fell from €3,236,000 in 2013 to €2,959,000 last year. 
 Waterford City and County received €2,090,301 in parking charges last year, up from €2,008,265 the previous year.
Big increases in parking charge income were reported in some other areas.

 included income from parking fines. A spokesman said parking charges had not changed during the period but there were some 
 extensions to the street parking areas in Limerick City.
 Galway City reported a 14.3pc increase during the same period in income from on-street and off-street parking. It rose from  
 €2.3m to €2.6m.
 Galway County Council had an even bigger increase of 22.2pc when total on-street and off-street income in provincial towns rose  
 from €590,879 to €722,241.
Source: Alan O' Keefe, Sunday Independent, 01.09.2019

Plan for Liffey Street Pedestrian Plaza Approved

Dublin City councillors approved plans 
for a pedestrian plaza beside the Ha'penny 
Bridge on Liffey Street at their meeting in 
early September. The Council will not 
submit plans for the Liffey Street plaza to 
An Bord Pleanála and instead will use its 
own planning powers to go ahead with the 
project. The plaza will see Liffey Street 
closed to traffic between Strand Street and 
the quay and the rest of Liffey Street 
Lower and all of Liffey Street Upper would be transformed into a more "pedestrian friendly" environment with benches and trees.

The report from the Council found that "the Ha’penny Bridge route hosts one of the busiest pedestrian flows in the City leading from the 
Merchants Arch and the Temple Bar area. The proposed pedestrianisation works will allow more freedom of movement for pedestrians."

Under the new traffic arrangements, traffic on Abbey Street including cars exiting Arnotts car park would no longer be able to access the 
quays via Liffey Street Lower, with motorists forced to turn right into Strand Street and continue to Capel Street, leading to half a 
kilometre of a detour. The only exception to this would be deliveries which would be allowed between 5:30am and 11am.

Source: Daragh Berry; Dublin Live, 03.09.2019
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Projects Focus - Shopping Centre

Parking TechnologiesSwan Centre Rathmines Installs Latest 
Parking Technologies
The 320-space Basement Car Park at busy suburban shopping 
centre, The Swan Centre in Rathmines Dublin, has recently 
undergone a transformation with the introduction of a range of new 
parking technologies. Mobility solutions speacialist, easytrip, has 
installed its parking service at the car park which offers hassle free 
electronic parking to customers with the use of a tag, with no need to 
take a ticket or queue at the pay station. The easytrip tag is scanned 
on entry and exit to the car park and the fee is then automatically 
deducted from the tag holder’s account.

Commenting on the announcement, CEO of easytrip Ireland, Colin 
Delaney said: “We’re delighted to be announcing a new shopping 
location to our car park portfolio in South Dublin adding to our 
existing partnership with Dundrum Town Centre. The easytrip tag 
offers drivers a very convenient and stress-free parking experience 
with no need to search for where you put your parking ticket or 
queue at the pay station. The Swan Rathmines has over 30 stores 
including Fallon & Byrne, Carraig Donn, Rathmines Sports, Bow & 
Pearl, Flying Tiger and Dunnes Stores as well as a nine-screen 
Omniplex cinema. Whether you’re heading on a shopping spree, a 
family outing or catching up with friends, it’s the ideal location and 
with the easytrip tag there’s now a faster way to park.”

Tom McDonald of The Swan Rathmines said: “We’re very excited 
to be expanding our customer experience with the introduction of 
easytrips parking service. Our car park has recently been upgraded 
offering secure parking including new bigger dedicated family and 
disabled parking spaces as well as great rates - the first two hours 
and evening rates are only €3. With the easytrip tag there’s now an 
added convenient cashless and ticketless option for our customers 
so it’s easier than ever to park, shop and enjoy The Swan Rathmines.”

Meanwhile, leading parking equipment supplier, Electro, have completed the upgrade and addition of new Zeag pay stations and back 
office systems at the Centre, seamlessly integrating the new cashless and ticketless Easytrip solution within the upgraded system. The 
Swan Centre has also installed the Signal-Park electronic bay detection system from leading Parking Guidance specialists, A.G.K. Ltd.,
to assist customers in locating available parking spaces in cul-de-sac aisles within the car park. LED indicator lights above the individual 
spaces clearly show drivers whether spaces are available before they decide to turn down the dead end aisles which previously would have 
involved difficult manoeuvring to turn around in the event that they were fully occupied, thereby greatly simplifying customers' parking 
search process and improving traffic flow within the car park.

Further Information:
www.swan.ie             www.easytrip.ie                www.electroautomation.com             www.agkdisplays.com

 
Stillorgan Village Shopping Centre Installs Wireless PGI System
A.G.K. Ltd. has recently installed its 
wireless OPENSPACE electronic Parking 
Guidance Information (PGI) system as part 
of the extensive refurbishment of the busy 
Stillorgan Village Shopping Centre in 
Dublin. The new system guides customers 
via 4 No. main approach route displays to 
the Centre's parking facilities based on the 
real-time space avaiilability information 
which is calculated using unique, wireless 
Ramp Sensor detectors. The Web Director 
control software is cloud-based and 
provides the operator with an easy-to-use 
GUI and valuable management statistics.

Further Info: ; www.agkdisplays.com www.parkinglogix.com
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International News - 
Special Feature - Disabled Parking
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Hidden Disabilities Now Included in Blue 
Badge Scheme

From the 30th August 2019, people in the UK with hidden disabilities, including anxiety disorders or a brain 
injury, can apply for a Blue Badge for the first time. The UK Department for Transport (DfT) has issued new 
guidance to councils in England on Blue Badge parking permit eligibility, along with a new online eligibility 
checker to make the scheme clearer for people before they apply. In the biggest change to the Blue Badge 
scheme since the 1970s, the DfT has been working with specialists to expand the eligibility criteria for the 
badges, which now includes people who cannot walk as part of a journey without considerable psychological 
distress or the risk of serious harm. Speaking of the changes, Transport Secretary Grant Shapps said: “We 
know that for some people, the possibility of not being able to find a parking space can make even leaving the 

house a challenge, which is why the Blue Badge is so important. The scheme, which is already a lifeline for so many disabled people, will 
make a huge difference to those with non-visible conditions such as autism, dementia, Parkinson’s and arthritis. It is my sincere wish that 
these changes will improve even more people’s lives.” Minister for Disabled People Justin Tomlinson said: “Today is a pivotal moment for 
thousands of people with hidden disabilities across the country, many of whom face unacceptable discrimination or even abuse when using 
disabled parking spaces. The changes we’re making will be life-changing for these disabled people, allowing them to go about their daily 
lives without experiencing unnecessary stress or worry”.
Advocacy group Disabled Motoring UK (DMUK) sounded a note of caution on the move with its Chief Executive Grahame Footer 
warning: “The end result may mean it will let down the people it was originally intended to help as well as disabled people with hidden 
disabilities. We predict that the number of Blue Badge holders increases from August 2019, we will be contacted more and more by 
disabled people who find their Blue Badge completely meaningless as they will be unable to find adequate parking because it will be so 
oversubscribed. We implore all local authorities and private parking operators to take this change seriously, review their disabled parking 
provision and stress the importance that they all enforce disabled parking properly so that disabled bays are kept free only for genuine Blue 
Badge holders.”
To help councils with the expected increase in applications, the department has agreed with the Ministry of Housing, Communities and 
Local Government to provide £1.7 million in the first year of the programme. The expanded scheme coincides with the launch of a review 
intended to improve enforcement, and help councils tackle fraudulent use of the badges. At the end of 2018, the Local Government 
Association estimated that the theft of Blue Badges had risen by 45% in 12 months and was up six-fold since 2013.
Source- Dept. Of Transport- https://www.gov.uk/government/news/

DMUK Baywatch Results Reveal High Level of Abuse

Looking generally at enforcement signage, it was found that 60% of the 
supermarkets surveyed had visible signage or other evidence that 

e n f o r c e m e n t 
took place and, 
when you isolate these supermarkets, levels of abuse remained at 16%. However, 
for the 40% that had no visible indication of enforcement taking place, the 
percentage of abuse increased dramatically to 36%. This shows that using 
enforcement does decrease the levels of disabled parking abuse.

The biennial Baywatch survey of disabled parking bay abuse at supermarket car parks in the UK, conducted by 
Disabled Motoring UK (DMUK), has revealed that on average 1 in 5 disabled spaces are being abused by 
somebody parking in a disabled bay without 
displaying a Blue Badge. Based on a total 
response of 723, other main findings showed 

the overall level of disabled parking abuse across all supermarkets was 
16%, down from 18.5% in the last Baywatch survey in 2017.

Levels of Disabled Parking Bay Abuse at Major Supermarkets

Impact of Enforcement Signage on Levels of 
Disabled Parking Bay Abuse

Source: https://www.disabledmotoring.org/baywatch/baywatch

Automated Valet Parking Approved for Use In Germany

Source: Ed Gartsen, Forbes.com, 23.07.2019

Users of the new system need to have a Level 4 autonomous vehicle, i.e. a self-driving vehicle t
hat contains controls should a driver decide to take over, but is otherwise fully autonomous. T
he automated parking system uses Bosch sensors placed in the car park and Mercedes-Benz a
utonomous vehicle technology. The driver pulls the car up to the parking garage, gets out, and t
aps in a few commands on a smartphone app which sends the car to a parking space. T
echnology in the car converts commands from the sensors in the garage into driving manoeuvres, to the extent of being able to drive itself 
up and down ramps to travels between the garage’s levels. If a sensor detects an obstacle, the vehicles stops immediately. When the driver 
returns, it’s the same process in reverse, where the car drives itself back to the drop-off point.

thing of the past. Parking of the future will be driverless, automatic".

After three years of development and testing, Daimler AG and Robert Bosch GmbH have won approval from German authorities to 
operate the world’s first fully automated driverless parking system at the Mercedes-Benz 
Museum in Stuttgart, Germany. It's a move that led Dr. Rolf Nicodemus Project Vice President C
onnected Parking, at Bosch to make a blunt declaration. “Manual valet parking is now a
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Major New Installations & Contract Wins for Electro

Electro have been very busy over the past few months with car park projects including installation of 
new Zeag systems in Athlone Town Centre and Swan Centre Rathmines (see Feature P8 above), as 
well as its lower cost ParQube system at the Silken Thomas Car Park in Kildare and The Royal Car 
Park in Carlow. Among Electro's new contract wins is a new Zeag system at Bray PCC for Q-Park 
Ireland and a new ParQube system for Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital in Drogheda. All of these 
projects had their own unique operational, functional and support requirements and, being able to 
offer both Zeag and ParQube systems, Electro provided tailored solutions for each customer and car 
park, all within budget and all with the exceptional 24/7/365 support infrastructure that every car 
park operator should expect from a Local Supplier. With branches North and South, engineers 
located nationwide, including Technical Support and storage facilities in all locations, Electro is 
Brexit prepared and has created contingency plans that they are confident will allow clients to 

continue to take full  advantage of locally based support.  Jonny Swift- Mobile: 086 023 5714; Further Info.:  
https://www.electroautomation.com/

Parkpnp's ParkOffice Gains Momementum
Launched in mid 2019, Parkpnp's latest product ParkOffice is set to make a massive impact in 
the office parking sector. Early client wins including Colliers International, CBRE, Europcar, 
Huckletree and the Department of Business & Innovation. ParkOffice makes it cheaper, easier 
and more environmentally friendly for companies to get their staff to work. ParkOffice has a host 
of innovative features which optimise staff parking, incentivises carpooling and empowers 
companies to streamline car usage among staff. Speaking about their ParkOffice experience to date Colliers International Commercial 
Director Nick Coveney commented "The ParkOffice solution represented a saving to us of at least €15K per year. Not only that, it 
encourages more of our team to plan effectively, and to use public transport more often, which is of course a greener and more effective 
solution."
With strong interest in the USA, Europe & Australia, ParkOffice looks set to become a real success story for the Irish digital parking 
company. Further Info.: https://parkpnp.com/ie/

SKIDATA Ireland Wins Parking Innovation of the Year Award 2019
Warren Steele (centre left) and Michael Dale (centre right) of Skidata Ireland were proud to receive the 
Parking Innovation of the Year Award 2019 at the Sceptre Awards, hosted at the JW Marriott Grosvenor 
House in London, which recognise best practice and best people in the UK and Ireland Shopping Centre 
Industry. Skidata won the award in recognition of the new customer experience and commercialisation 
opportunities offered by the Skidata parking management system installed at Swords Pavilions shopping 
centre in Dublin in November 2018. The Skidata system offers centre management a unique channel to 
engage with customers who use the 2,000-space parking facility and with tenants who wish to promote 
special offers or to announce the arrival of new stores or events. Further info.: http://www.skidata.ie/

Hosted software applications are increasingly being used in our everyday lives and this is no different in the 
parking sector with such solutions available for car park systems, and increasingly IT managers are specifying 
that parking systems should be hosted and run as a Software and as a Service. DESIGNA and Blue Wall 
Technologies have offered ASP (Application Service Providing) since 2008 and its ASP customers are 
delighted with the operational reliability and security of their systems. Instead of installing a separate server 
for each parking facility or connecting multiple car parks on a central server as is usually the case, with ASP, 
DESIGNA offers its customers the opportunity to network their systems over the internet and operate them via 
a high-security, certified processing centre. With the ASP solution, DESIGNA is able to take over the fail-safe operation of the central 
server and open up the possibility of leasing sector-specific applications, with time and cost savings of up to 30%. The DESIGNA ASP 
service now manages 550 car parks with 2400 terminals/devices connected and managing over 50 million entries and exits every year, 
with managed systems operating in the USA, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Great Britain and the Netherlands.

The first Irish client to choose DESIGNA ASP was the Intercontinental Hotel in 2015 followed by DALATA Hotels in 2017. DALATA 
now have 4 ASP hosted Clayton Hotel car parks in Limerick, Ballsbridge, Leopardstown and Dublin Airport which also incorporates Pre 
Booking allowing customers book holiday parking. In 2017 DESIGNA in conjunction with Blue Wall, won the contract to upgrade Belfast 
International Airport (BIA). The client chose the ASP solution, reducing dependence on local servers and opting for the dependability and 
back up of DESIGNA ASP. BIA have 40 DESIGNA car park terminals and over 8000 spaces are under management along with pre 
booking, License Plate reading and Cloud hosted Voice over IP intercoms. In 2018 Dublin City University specified in its tender that the 
software should be Cloud hosted and incorporate Web Services to import the student database. Blue Wall won this upgrade as part of a sub 
contract through APCOA. On very large sites such as Dublin Airport and Belfast Hospital Trust, where the clients have their own
fail-over servers, IT managers have chosen to use “virtualisation” of their DESIGNA car park management software allowing them 
support multiple applications on one physical server at the same time enabling the same assets to be better utilised while at the same time 
building in high availability and disaster recovery processes without replicating everything. Existing systems can easily upgrade to 
DESIGNA ASP and benefit from constant access to the latest software and security standards on all systems without large-scale 
investment requirements. Further Info.: ; http://bluewall.ie/ https://www.designa.com/

Blue Wall / DEISGNA Leading the Way in Application Service 
Provision (ASP) for Parking
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International Parking Community Annual Conference
10th October
Double Tree by Hilton
Milton Keynes, UK
www.theipc.info

British Parking Association Annual Conference
17th October
Leonardo Royal Hotel, London
www.britishparking.co.uk
TRANStech Awards 2019

BPA Members' Dinner 2019
20th November
De Vere Grand Connaught Rooms, London
www.britishparking.co.uk

1st November
Royal Lancaster, 
London
www.transportxtra.com/events

Irish Parking Association Chairman's Lunch 2019
Thursday 28th November 2019

Gibson Hotel. Dublin 1
www.parkingireland.ie

Easytrip has been supporting Blood Bikes throughout Ireland since April 2017 by 
supplying toll tags free of charge and covering toll charges for each of the charity’s 
vehicles. The initiative has supported the charity financially and most importantly saves 
valuable time in sometimes critical situations.
“It’s a tremendous honour to have won this accolade and a fantastic acknowledgement of 
the work that Blood Bikes does 24/7 365 days a year. A special mention to Fergus Lennon 
of Blood Bikes who voluntarily commits his time tirelessly to this great service. When someone’s life is at risk there should be no barriers to 
saving them. Our support allows Blood Bikes to deliver lifesaving and time critical medical supplies for patients in need in hospitals, 
medical centre, neo-natal units and hospices across Ireland.” said Colin Delaney, CEO of easytrip.

Mobility solutions specialist, easytrip, Ireland’s only electronic parking and tolling tag 
provider, has been awarded Excellence in CSR by an SME at the Chambers Ireland 
Corporate Social Responsibility Awards for their support of Blood Bikes. The winners 
were announced at an awards ceremony at the Clayton Hotel, Dublin on Thursday 19th 
September 2019.

Easytrip awarded Excellence in CSR by an SME

Adbarrier & Its4Women.ie Launch Nationwide Campaign

"We were looking for a unique and innovative Out Of Home advertising solution and Adbarrier 
provides exactly that. With the backing of almost 150 car parks nationwide and the support of the main 
car park operators Adbarrier has a reach of over 2 million people per month in Ireland. It offers us a 
direct route to our target audience of female drivers." 

Online insurance brand its4women.ie have teamed up with Adbarrier to launch the first Out Of Home 
(OOH) in-carpark display targeting female motorists in Ireland. The  €300,000 campaign will run in 
car parks across Dublin, Limerick, Kildare, Wexford, Kilkenny, Sligo, Galway, Westmeath and Cork 
until the end of 2019. Stephen Lamb, Director of BConnected Media, MCL InsureTech’s media 
agency, discusses the campaign:

Darren Kelly, Founder, Adbarrier Out Of Home, stated: “Adbarrier Out Of Home is a high impact and uniquely measurable medium. With 
the majority of the participating carparks based in shopping centres or near major shopping centres, busy shopping strips, busy suburban 
car parks, brands have the ability to influence and re-enforce their message that targets a much sought-after sector of consumers both 
before and after making purchase. For both media buying agencies and brands it offers a quality mix across channels and for certain 
brands will be a key part of their campaigns.”
For further info.- see: https://www.adbarrier.ie/

Leading car park management services provider RFC has launched its new SmartPark guest 
parking application. The user-friendly app has already garnered over 7,000 users and is 
free-to-use with no hidden charges. The app can be configured to individual site and client 
requirements and is supported by RFC Car Park Management's 24/7 fully trained control 
room staff. Further Info.: www.rfcsecurity.ie

RFC Launch SmartPark App

Industry Calendar
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